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The third module in the effective communication series concentrates on 
conversation skills.

The aim of this module is to provide you with knowledge, skill and confidence to 
create, encourage and control a conversation.  Being able to direct a conversation 
in the way that encourages others to share information, convey their emotion 
and share what is important to them allows you to listen and identify how to best 
communicate and help.

By completing this module and practicing your conversation skills, you will have a 
range of ingredients required to become an established conversationalist.

Conversation Skills
Creating, Encouraging and Controlling a Conversation

CREATING, 
ENCOURAGING & 
CONTROLLING A 
CONVERSATION 

Cathy MacDonald
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LESSONS

01 Rules of Conversation

Conversation Structure

Coordinating communication 
(analysing a consultation)
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This workbook will help you get the most out of the course.  You will see the book 
mirrors the courses lesson format.  For each lesson there are a number of aims 
that represent the key learning points for that section of the course.  We have 
provided space to write your notes as you go through and there is spare note space 
at the end of the workbook in case you need more than we have provided for any 
of the lessons.

The space for action points is where the magic happens.  We all know that learning 
is only useful if we do something with the knowledge so for each lesson make a 
note of what you are going to do as a result of what you have learnt.  Make the 
action as specific as possible and set yourself a manageable timeframe.  If you 
have some kind of to do list or schedule of action points make sure you transfer 
these actions to that and get them done.

Each lesson has 2-3 quiz questions that need to be completed on the members 
site in order to proceed.  We have provided space for you to make a note of your 
answers to these questions as you go through the content so you are prepared for 
the questions. Not only will this workbook help you as you complete the course 
but, if used effectively, it will also provide you with a source of key information you 
can refer back to.

Good Luck! 

How to use  
this workbook
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

ORIENTATE THE MAP  

Client consultation and baselines  

 ― Learn how to prepare for a client
 ― Decide what information you need to know to work with a client
 ― Consider how best to gather the information

LESSON: 

01
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. Name two areas of information we might want to explore from a client’s past (where have they been) 

2. What baseline information should we look to Gather? 

Aims
This section will highlight 
the main learning focus for 
the lesson

Key Learning Points
Use this area to make 
notes as you go through 
the lesson

Action Points
Summarise your learning from 
the lesson. What actions are you 
going to take as a result of what 
you’ve learnt?  When are you 
going to complete it?

Quiz Questions
Write your answers to the 
questions here in preparation for 
completing the online quiz.
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 ― Understand the rules of conversation
 ― Learn tactics to support the rules
 ― Become aware of when rules are broken and identify how to react and how to remedy 
the issues that creates

LESSON: 

01 Rules of Conversation
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Action PointsTask 1

CONVERSATION REQUIRES COOPERATION

If someone doesn’t wish to talk then forcing conversation becomes awkward and unhelpful but it 
doesn’t mean you should shy away from approaching people.  Someone has to make the first approach 
so rather than avoid conversation there are benefits in making that first move and responding 
appropriately. If someone wants to engage then a conversation will flow, if they don’t, then simply read 
the signals and respond.

Think of situations when having a conversation would be beneficial and appropriate.  Consider the person, 
the situation and the environment.

Now consider some opening lines that you could use to start a conversation.  A helpful guide is to say what 
you see and remember the emotional labelling.

Example “You are working hard, are you training for something specific?”

OPENING LINES

SITUATION YOUR OPENING LINE

C: How you felt

D: How you reacted
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Task 2

GETTING BACK ON TRACK

Knowing what you want to achieve from a conversation is important and being able to bring it back on track 
when it moves away from the primary purpose of your discussion is a skill worth developing. 

Without this management, conversations can go off topic and the purpose and direction are lost.  
Conversations can wander quite easily, sometimes through the natural way conversations flow but 
sometimes deliberately when others try to avoid discussing things they find difficult.

This task asks you to consider ways of taking a conversation back to its original purpose when it has moved 
off topic.  You may find this task flows better speaking aloud and making notes as you go.

Bringing conversations back on track can be a creative skill so feel free to be as creative as you wish.  
Consider it an advanced game of word association and you will be on the right track.  There are two 
examples for you to consider on the next page.  Write how you could bring the conversation back to its 
original purpose.  Once complete consider your own working environment and create some realistic 
scenarios of your own.
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Task 2

GETTING BACK ON TRACK

CONVERSATION PURPOSE CONVERSATION ROUTE

Discussion with a client about a suitable 
programmes for triathlon training 

Triathlon → swimming challenges →
Upcoming holiday in Florida → Family

Your client is now speaking about family issues 
that her sister is unhappy with Florida as a choice 
of location

Discussion with a colleague about CPD 
course options

CPD Courses → New Gym Equipment → 
Health & Safety → A Client Who Broke 
Their Wrist →  Another Trainer Who Has An 
Unprofessional Approach 

You are both now chatting about a colleague who 
neither of you respect and that is dominating your 
discussion

C: How you felt

LESSON: 

02
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1.If you have to communicate via email what can you do to replace what is missing from a face to face 
conversation?

2. What are the rules of conversation? 

3. Which rule of conversation is associated to a competitive listening style?

4. If you find that conversation rules have been broken it’s impossible to repair them and we just have to learn 
for the next time. True or False?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

Conversation Structure 

 ― Understand that conversation can be created, encouraged and controlled 
through structure 

 ― Understand how conversation structure connects to communication foundations 
and listening

 ― Learn the Three Layered and TED approach to conversation structure

LESSON: 

02
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Task 1 

CREATING, ENCOURAGING AND CONTROLLING A CONVERSATION 

This task offers you an opportunity to structure conversation using random topics detailed on 
conversation cards. 

The first part of the task is simply to establish the 3 layers so that you have all the information you need 
to take the conversation to the next stage.  We are not going to the next stage yet, this task is simply to 
give you practice at directing a conversation in a particular way.

For this task you will need

A friend
Time to talk
A location where you are both comfortable to chat

Once you are ready ether choose a conversation topic of your own or use the conversation cards to help.  
Encourage your friend to discuss a topic and try directing the conversation so that you establish 

Information
Their emotion
Their VBNW

You may be tempted to make notes when they are speaking, my suggestion is to leave your notes and 
simply listen.  Take in all you can and once you feel the conversation is complete try making a note 
of what you picked up. Discuss with your friend what you identified in them - you may actually reveal 
something they were unaware of.

Use as many topics as you wish until you feel comfortable with this style of conversation.
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Task 1
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Task 1

WHAT DID YOU IDENTIFY

TOPIC INFORMATION EMOTION VBNW
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Action PointsTask 2

MOVING A CONVERSATION FORWARD

This task asks you to consider the information you identified from your conversation and use it to move 
a conversation forward.  You may wish to use situations you are likely to encounter such as creating a 
suitable fitness programme or trying to persuade someone to increase their level of training.  

Using the information you established from your structured conversation you will be able to make the next 
stage of your conversation more personal to your client.
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TasksQuiz Questions

1. What 3 layers are helpful to establish from a conversation?

2. What does a 3 layered approach allow you to do?     

3. In conversation terms TED stands for what?

4. What is an appropriate question to ask when trying to identify someone’s VBNW?

5. True or False. In communication terms being appropriately curious means finding the right balance of 
interest, mid way between being cold and interrogative and being overly familiar.
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

Coordinating Communication 

 ― In slow time analyse a client consultation
 ― Identify each communication element
 ― Consider the approach and response of the trainer
 ― Consider alternative responses 

LESSON: 

03
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Tasks

You are about to watch a client consultation between Cathy who has contacted your gym having seen an 
advert via social media and Stuart one of the trainers.  

The film lasts for 12 minutes and while you may watch and consider each element in real time, you may also 
wish to pause or replay parts of the film to help get the most from the module.

Read over the following Tasks before playing Film 1.
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Action PointsTask 1

During the consultation the client gives away clues both obvious and subtle as to what is important to her.  
Try to identify the following

WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO THE CLIENT

VALUES

BELIEFS

NEEDS

WANTS
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Task 2

There are a number of emotion changes in the client during the consultation  (For example content to sad, 
confused to joyous).  

Try to identify those changes and identify the emotion indicators 
(For example Non verbal - sat on her hands, 
Verbal - laughed, change in pace, pitch and tone of voice)

Consider what triggered the emotional changes and how the trainer responded.

EMOTION CHANGES

What emotion changes 
did you identify Indicators What triggered the 

emotion
What was the trainers 

response
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Action PointsTask 3

We know that maintaining an appropriate balance of our core emotional concerns is necessary and that we 
become emotional when they are altered.  Which have been recently altered for the client and what does 
she say that leads you to make that assessment?

CORE EMOTION CONCERNS

AUTONOMY

APPRECIATION

AFFILIATION

ROLE

STATUS
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Task 4

Thinking back to listening barriers and styles.  How would you describe the listening styles of both the 
client and the trainer?  Are there any obvious barriers?

LISTENING

CLIENT

TRAINER
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Action PointsTask 5

Throughout the consultation the client uses specific words that give clues to her motivation and reasons for 
wishing to join a gym.  What are the key motivators for her?  You should find a connection between those 
and her VBNWs. The trainer considers and uses specific conversation skills - tick the ones you can identify. 
Once you are comfortable with what you are looking and listening for, press play to watch the consultation.  
It is worth playing this film a few times.

CONVERSATION

What is the client’s 
motivation and reasons 
for joining a gym

What Conversation 
Skills can you identify 
the trainer using

Minimum Encouragers

Emotional Labels

Summary

Paraphrase

Mirroring

Silence

Open Questions

Closed Questions

Words

Physical

Energy
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TasksTask 6

Now that you have watched film 1 and have completed the tasks, watch Film 2 and complete the task below.  
On this occasion there will be written observations as the consultation progresses.  It is not a definitive list 
but you will find value in comparing the observations to those you made.

On this occasion consider the response of the trainer and if you would do anything differently, and why.  
Different approaches are perfectly fine.

WHAT WOULD YOU DO DIFFERENTLY?

Remember a conversation needs to have a purpose and within a consultation the trainer needs to establish 
goals, motivators and be in a position to recommend an appropriate approach to fitness.  A good question 
to ask here is 

‘Did this conversation offer you all (or most) of the information you need?’

If it did, you are simply left the few elements it didn’t cover.  If you wish to double check that you have 
identified the goals correctly then it is simply a matter of talking through the areas you wish clarified.

Remember, listening to someone and truly trying to understand their perspective is powerful and leads to a 
feeling of being heard, valued and understood and that creates positive emotion.   

Using consciously excellent communication skills helps bring a more personal approach to everything you 
do and helps avoid that ‘processed’ feeling we don’t like and want to avoid. 
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Action PointsCONCLUSION

There is no single way to complete a consultation or conduct a consultation interview but creating a 
connection and establishing sufficient information is key.  A conversational approach can work really well 
providing it is controlled.

With any element of communication, my advice is to be yourself, adopt your own style, relax in to an 
appropriately curious approach and you will experience results.

Consciously excellent communication only comes with practice and application over time.  The exciting 
thing is that you can start as soon as you know how and results can begin immediately.

Thank you for completing the Essential Communication Modules - you have all you need to become an 
established conversationalist and consciously excellent communicator.
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Notes
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Key Learning / Action Date for Completion

Action Plan

Congratulations on completing the course. The key with any education is how you 
intend to use what you’ve learnt.  Take the time to consider the knowledge you 
have gained during this course and how you are going to implement it or change 
what you currently do.  Use the space below to summarise or to plan and set goals 
for the implementation or follow up phase.

Complete the last task to earn the badge  
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